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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev30
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev30
Open-Xchange AppSuite documentconverter 7.8.4-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4691.
58333 Incorrect hyper-link encoding for certain links
In case hyper-links in mail contain percentage signs for URI parameters, those could lead to a incorrect locations since we were encoding them twice. This has been solved to just encode quotes
in links.
58207 Mail ﬁle size reported as zero when switching conversation sort
When sorting mails by size and toggling conversation view on and off, a incorrect ﬁle size has been
displayed. This has been solved by resetting old collections on toggle.
58201 Address book property ”town” has been changed to ”city”
Based on suggestions we renamed the property ”town” to ”city” on the web frontend.
58187 Missing branding for mobile tour
When using OX App Suite on a smartphone browser, parts of the tour were not correctly branded.
We made sure that the productName properties are being used correctly for mobile assets as well.
58158 OX App Suite login page shown during SAML redirection
When using speciﬁc SAML based authentication methods, the default login page of OX App Suite
has been shown for a split second. We’re now skipping the default login process when using SAML
and redirects even before the login screen is rendered.
58019 Unable to forward multiple mails
When using a certain MAL implementation, workarounds were to be used with can lead to an error
when trying to forward multiple mails. We’re now avoiding the workaround in case multiple mails
are being selected.
57841 Appointment colors are not printed
Appointments without a custom color were not colored according to their calendar folders color, if
it has been set. This has been solved by adding the color label of the parent folder to all appointments that don’t specify their own color while printing.
57831 Logstash JSON output contains linebreaks
When using Logstash as log output, long stacktraces could be delivered as JSON ﬁle with linebreaks,
which messes up the Logstash encoder. We identiﬁed the culprit at a JSON generator of a thirdparty library, which splits JSON after processing a certain amount of bytes. We replaced usage of
this library by manual JSON object compilation.
57627 Some signatures are not getting removed
When trying to remove certain HTML signatures from mail compose, a cleanup method to sanitize
HTML was a bit too strict and embraced HTML5 standards. We’re now examining API responses for
signatures in more detail with less strict cleanup.
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56720 Incorrect Japanese translation for mobile search
When using search on mobile browsers, the folder selector did show an incorrect translation. This
has been corrected with proper translation.
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Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully veriﬁed all bug ﬁxes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

58333, 58207, 58201, 58187, 58158, 58019, 57841, 57831, 57627, 56720,
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